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 This presentation is going to look at the compulsion to share with others as a central 

imperative of modern life particularly the impact of the new social media in the globalization 

process. Today, new technologies can liberate us from the tribe, or create new digital ones. But the 

key question is, in the age of Web 2.0, where new technologies enable us to “tell all” and live our 

lives “without curtains”, what are the consequences for surveillance and privacy? How does, social 

media impact the dynamics of social inclusion/exclusion globally and locally?  

 The compulsion to share with others is a central imperative of modern life. Today, new 

technologies can liberate us from the tribe, or create new digital ones. But a respect for privacy is 

not automatic. And even when we’re mindful of who’s watching us, surveillance is ever-present. 

Often though, we forget to strike this balance because we are overcome with a craving for attention 

and friendship. Online, this is especially evident with social networks, which make us feel that we 

belong and are somebody. Ultimately, no matter what we do online, our mania to tell all can still 

leave us vulnerable to Foucaultian regimentation – to the State, to our tribe, to ourselves. But what 

enables this multi-directional flow of power in the online environment?  

 We are going to explore in the presentation both the ‘how’ and the ‘why’ more than ever, 

people are building online cultures of resistance. It’s a tug of war between Habermas and Foucault. 

Social media has for the moment put Habermas on first in highly innovative ways. Individuals are 

becoming more engaged with the fabric of society, while offside publics are gaining a voice they 

never previously had. Web 2.0 responds to its own dynamic and through usage. It has two powerful 

qualities: dialogical and organizational and the two need to be in sync as in the Occupy Wall Street 

movement, the Arab awakening and other centers of popular resistance. Social media like 

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube have devolved power downwards supporting the innovative messy 

practices of citizen driven microactivism. But like all systems of communication they remain subject 

to control by the State and by special interest groups. Yet even if Web 2.0 technologies continue to 

evolve in both futile and emancipatory ways, transformative transnational change will continue to 

come about by the organizational and discursive practices of bottom up activism, slowly, unevenly 

but purposively. 

 

 

 

 

 

fil d’Ariane 
Pour une valorisation des recherches transnationalistes 
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